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Abstract. Contents of the college student work constantly enrich and develop, but the purpose of 
managing and educating people unchanged. Student leaders being both students and cadres shoulder 
the functions of education, management, and services. Student leaders through exercise to improve 
their overall quality, tap potential, continuous training, development and improvement to better serve 
the overall situation in the work of college students. They are an important part of college student 
work and they play a huge role in promoting on the construction of the class group. 

Introduction 

College student work refers to the cultivation of ideological and political qualities as the core content, 
in order to cultivate “ideals, morality, culture, and discipline”[1], all-round development of socialist 
builders and successors as the goal to help students improve the overall quality as a fundamental task 
and provide services for the students to implement education, management and services. Different 
times, the content and requirements of the student work is different. With the development of the 
times, to enhance the comprehensive national strength relies on knowledge and technological 
innovation and training of qualified personnel .Colleges are regarded as an important place of training 
the qualified personnel. Student work increasingly becomes a more important role and the contents 
are constantly enriching and developing. 

1. The status of student leaders in the college student work  

The basic elements of the college student work of are the subject, object and work environment. 
Students work force is the subject, the student is the object, campus infrastructure, culture and other 
factors is the work environment[2]. Student leaders are not only the student, but also has the nature of 
leaders .They are on behalf of the school to exercise power, and they are the rules of the school 
executive supervisors, the daily student affairs manager. Most of the student leaders have received a 
good ideological and political education and business guidance and training, they are of high- quality, 
ability, work conscientiously, positive attitude, and they also have a high prestige among college 
students. As the degree of autonomy of increasing college students, the status of college student 
leaders is becoming increasingly important[3]. 

1.1 Student leaders are the basis for the force of college student work 

The main target of student work is all the students, and student leaders are the outstanding elements of 
the students. To improve student work, we must give full play to the role of student leaders. First, 
student leaders come from the students, and they are of high ability, high prestige, to represent the 
interests and aspirations of the majority of students. Second, student leaders have enough influence 
on the students. They are ordinary students of similar age, like-minded, emotional interlinked .They 
form a common language and a common desire in study and life, which makes the student leaders 
have a certain appeal and influence. Once again, college student work itself determines the work in 
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order to achieve good results, we must rely on student leaders to play a role, in order to fully mobilize 
the enthusiasm of the students and responsibility. 
The student leaders is an important part of college students' ideological and political work to 
deepen   college students ideological and political work is an important part of the ideological and 
political work of the whole school. The basic work force consists of three parts : Firstly the 
ideological and political work cadres , including caucus leader, ideological and political work 
full-time cadre, counselors, etc., engaged in specialized ideological and political work ; Secondly the 
teaching staff, their expertise in the responsible professor at the same time, adhere to teaching, 
management education, service education to ethics , teacher to student probation; three student 
members and student leaders are mainly students backbone. The importance of the student leaders in 
the ideological and political work includes three aspects: First, popularize improved effect. Various 
student leaders accounted for about 30% of the total number of students, with considerable popularity. 
Student leaders work methods, appeal and influence are irreplaceable. Second, as the model of 
radiation effect, Student leaders through their exemplary role, have an impact on the average student. 
Third, they have the role of emotional support. The same learning environment among peers, make 
thinking easier to communicate, and work student leaders are also more prone to subtle effects. 

1.2. Student leaders are a powerful security management of college students 

Effectively implement education policy of the Communist party of china is the college student 
management objective, the socialist cause students to become qualified builders and successors, 
which require students to work together.[4] Second, college student management is an interconnected 
network of student leaders involved in the management, organization and implementation of effective, 
and implementation of student management decisions indicator. Again, during the execution of the 
student management system, the mutual monitoring and supervision of student leaders and student 
leaders among ordinary students is very important. Finally, whether the student management 
decisions are correct, feasibility of the project, the results are valid, they need to seek the views of all 
sides, they need repeated advice and feedback, conduct feasibility studies. Student leaders can be the 
direct participants and beneficiaries as they can play a role in the most direct feedback. 

2. The role of student leaders in the work of college students 

College Students work is an arduous, complex and cumbersome system which needs collaboration in 
various areas. In many factors, student cadres play a role in them. We should correctly understand 
student leaders. 

2.1 The student leaders are the example and play the key role 

As the most basic of school administrators, student leaders’ enthusiasm and work have a direct 
impact on the effectiveness of school management. Qualified students with ideological progress, 
hard-working, high overall quality, enjoy high prestige among the students. The qualities and 
conditions themselves possessing is a kind of advanced, which is advanced to play an example of the 
role in the middle of the student. Meanwhile, because of the particularity of their own identity, they 
are strong self-discipline guiding role examples to their good behavior and ideological influence and 
drive the majority of students. 

2.2 Student leaders assumed the role of organizer 

Student leaders play an important leadership role in the organization of students’ self-education, 
self-management and self- service. As a representative of the interests of the majority of students, 
student leaders can work plan based on the actual situation and the school where classes caucus 
organization, creative organizations comply with the characteristics of the young students, colorful, 
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good for the healthy growth of the majority of students in the activities. Student leaders are not only 
organizers, but also an active participant in the activities. 

2.3 The Student leaders are a bridge between teachers and student  

The student leaders are the bridge and link. On the one hand, the spirit and the relevant provisions of 
the school's superiors, including the administrative aspects of the rules and regulations, if you want to 
timely convey to the every students, you need an effective medium to help complete; the other hand, 
the majority of students' opinions, aspirations and requirements also need a normal channels to the 
school, student leaders took on the task. Young college students are in the early to mid stages of 
development, the more obvious changes in psychological characteristics, self-esteem enhancement, 
unwilling to accept “binding” and “management”. Schools and teachers face when students have an 
unconscious reverse psychology. If you let student leaders speaking, students are likely to accept. 
Thus, in doing some of the ideas work, student leaders have more advantages than the average teacher. 
On the issue of time management, as university teaching specific characteristics and management, 
making the students have a lot of free time available, in the meantime, it is likely to cause blind spots 
in management, student emergencies occur once their situation development and control, as well as 
future events and the understanding of the investigation, student leaders will play an important role. 

2.4 Counselors and student leaders have complementary roles 

Ideological and political education of students need a strong and effective political work team , but a 
limited number of full-time staff , but the increasing number of students every year . Take effective 
implementation of ideological and political work to each class, each student who must rely on the 
majority of student leaders. They are counselors’ assistant. Each school programs and activities on 
the ideological and political work of the students are required to carry out and implement them 
through the various class, professional regular student work also needs their organization. Events 
proved that there is no complementary role of counselors and student leaders, the ideological and 
political work of the school would be difficult should carry out the various programs and activities 
would be difficult to effectively complete. 

2.5 Student leaders must play a pioneering role in building a culture of learning  

College class group is the most basic organizational in student life, unlike the high school class group, 
it has a strong autonomy. A good class atmosphere is directly related to the growth style of each 
student study, it has an important significance for each student. Whether each class has a class wind 
style, has a direct impact on the whole school ethos style construction. To form Good atmosphere, 
depends crucially on the role of student leaders playing the class degree. To do the class work, 
counselors work is not enough, it is more important to rely on their own efforts to target the education 
management and coordination. Student leaders are the backbone of the collective class if they can 
lead by example, effectively promote classmates , then the class cohesion, collective sense of honor 
will be greatly enhanced , good class atmosphere style will also naturally formed . 
In the activity of Students “self-education, self-management, self-service”,[5] the role of student 
leaders can not be replaced by teachers and school. Pay attention to their own self-cultivation and 
quality of student cadres. Try to Improve, select, train and manage student cadres, let the student 
cadres can unite, make concerted efforts, which play an important role .A good class atmosphere, 
study and ethos is evolved naturally, college Student work will also achieved good results. 
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